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Diary

December 14th Chestnut Demo.
December 15th Zoom Meeting.
January 19st Zoom Meeting.
February 16th Zoom Meeting.

“Editor’s Comments”
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it
was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of light, it was the season of
darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair.”
Well said Charlie! “What the Dickens is happening in this worl d today?”

A shame that we cannot be together for meetings, and life has become difficult in so many ways but
in the words of “Eric Idle we must, “Always look on the bright side of life de dum. de dum de dum
de dum.””
Thanks to the hard work of many co-woodturners we can now tune into a cornucopia of first class
demonstrations for which we have first class front row seating.
Paul and Mike have done sterling work to bring us some very enjoyable zoom club meetings which
have been most informative and entertaining.
We also owe a great big thank you to the people who have contributed to these meetings’
Remember it is OUR club. Don't be a shrinking violet- think of a way YOU could contribute
something to them however small.
Stay safe.
Ben.

Club Zoom Meeting 20th October.
The meeting started at 7pm with an informal chat while Mike Bonnici admitted members into the
room and at 7.30 Gordon Cookson welcomed us and opened the meeting.
Nothing to do with Turning.
Paul showed us a clip from “Open all Hours” with Grenville doing hilarious things with a pair of
fake legs which he carted round in his delivery bike then played pranks on people.
Pewter Decoration with Tony Champion.

Tony Champion showed us how to decorate box tops in his very unique style using his home made
rose engine and molten pewter. A very good way to add Interest and value to an otherwise quite
ordinary box. Unfortunately I missed Tony’s demonstration but Gordon Cookson was kind enough
to make these notes:
Don’t use old pewter because of the lead content, which is dangerous and the shine doesn’t last.
Melt the pewter slowly in a clean pan, which has a pouring lip.
Pour the pewter into the mould as soon as it melts. Aluminium pans are OK because they have a
much higher melting point than pewter.
For a circular ring to insert into a box lid turn a groove in a piece of scrap wood to form a mould.
Turn the wood on the mould away to release the pewter.
Turn the same size groove in the box lid and use Araldite to glue the pewter ring into the box lid.
Turn the top of the box to tidy it up being sure to use the cutting edge of the tool when turning the
top because rubbing the bevel will not work.
Don’t save the pewter shavings as there are likely to be a few wood ones mixed in, which will mean
the reheated pewter will not harden properly.
Using home made ornamental turning equipment, turn a wavy pattern ring in a mould for a different
shaped insert for a box lid. Keep the same settings on the equipment to turn the same shaped groove
in the box lid.
Turn the wood away to release the pewter from the mould and glue the pewter into the recess and
turn as before.
Accept that pewter is costly, but the inserts make for a quality piece , which can be sold for a higher
price.

Twine holder Demonstration.
David Wilks demonstrated how to make a
garden twine holder and dispenser with a
unique cutter that dispensed the twine.
This was a nice project that would be a
good project for a novice turner.
It will produce a useful Item for the garden
or home and would sell well at our craft
sales.

At 8.30 We took 5 Minute a break to grab a coffee and have a chat.
Bay and the Rash By Peter Leach.
At the October club Zoom meeting I recounted a recent experience of turning wood from a Bay tree
and the allergic reaction the dust and shavings caused on my arm and wrist.
Below are a couple of pictures of my left wrist, the one on the left is after the wrist had returned
back to normal and the one on the right iswhen it was swollen.

On the night other members also recounted various reactions to wood dust so I have been asked to
put together some pointers on the importance of protecting ourselves from dust when turning.
My experience should be taken as a precautionary tale about what and which wood we use, free is
fantastic but any old lump from a skip, council dump or next door neighbour comes with an
unwritten health and safety warning because we don’t know what has been done to it in the past.
Before you start turning think of whether it may have been sprayed against insect attack, it could be
a piece of modern pressure impregnated or pretreated timber which is why it is a greenish colour or
if it’s very old and painted is the paint lead based, is it an old fence post with decades of coatings in
now banned chemicals?
These are all questions to ask yourself before you start to generate any dust, think of those who
have had a reaction to wood and dust and learn from their misfortune.
Firstly, I am not a scientist and secondly, no expert on Health and Safety, but we should all think of
how we deal with dust in our own workshop, garage or shed when we are turning. Do you wear a
dust mask, how effective is it and should you do more to protect yourself?

My personal choice is an Elipse P3R dust mask with filters designed for use when welding for the
added protection against fumes. These filters have become very difficult to get hold of at the
moment, probably due to Covid-19, but I prefer them as they help to keep paint and sanding sealer
vapours to a minimum. PP3 is the standard of dust filtration we should be looking for as this will
work even for chipboard and plywood, not forgetting fungal spores.
I have tried out powered helmets such as the Trend but the “wind” or “draft” within the helmet
when it’s on played havoc with my eyes, drying them out and causing other issues, so I have not
bought one, also they are very expensive. If I need protection from flying chips and shavings then I
wear safety over-glasses or a visor.
In addition to a mask we should think about the atmosphere in the workshop, how do we collect the
airborne particles and how do we keep the workshop clean?
For the ambient particles I use an old Axminster air filter very similar to their current AC15AFS
machine and for sanding pieces on the lathe a Record Power RSDE2-A that can also be used with
power tools. For general cleaning around the workshop I have a wet and dry hoover which is also
useful for those unforeseen moments when there’s a burst pipe in the house.
In addition I still follow the training given to me when starting as an apprentice many years ago
about keeping your work space as clean as possible all the time. For example, I don’t like bits on
the floor under my feet when working, especially on my chipboard floor which can be very slippery
covered in small chippings. I always wear safety boots and overalls in the workshop and turn on the
ambient air filter straight away.
Useful contacts:Axminster.co.uk and Recordpower.co.uk for equipment.
Toolstation.com, Screwfix.com and Arco.co.uk for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
There are lots of other suppliers out there so look around and don’t cut corners with your own
safety.
Peter Leach and the Longhorn Beetle

Peter had this old piece of plum timber that was
hanging about and decided that it would be nice to
put it to use.
On closer inspection he found that it had a tenant.
This was found to be Larry the Longhorn Beetle
Larvae. If you look at the second picture you can
see that the little chap was quite shy and was
peeping out of his hole. Peter evicted the poor
creature in short order (well we have all heard of

these evil rogue landlords) BOO! Shame on him. However Peter gave us a very good talk on the
beetles and what problems they cause and their habits.
Despite the damage to the timber Peter went on to make a very nice piece from this which I hope to
show you in the next edition.
Peter has other nasties in his collection. Namely Death watch Beetle in cherry and Furniture Beetle
in Cherry and has threatened to show them to us in another edition. Something to look forward to.

Videos from Stuart King.
Cyprus chairs.
This was a most interesting Item that showed how this man made
traditional Cyprus chairs using the most rudimentary tools.
He simply hacked away with an adze to make the frame which
would not have looked out of place in the little crooked house.
The seat was then made with rushes or sea grass.
Although these chairs are basic and some may call them crude,
there is a simple beauty in the way they are made and the finished
item, despite being made with no adhesives They are strong and
practical.

Fighting knights.
A lovely video from Stuart.
It basically consisted of mentally challenged adult
males with dustbins on their heads beating the S**t
out of one another with pikes and swords.
I think this was more like unholy mayhem than
holy crusade.
I didn’t get the final score but I believe there were
5 fatalities and several injuries causing permanent
disability, but not to worry because I saw a few
resurrections (Lazarus style).
The children loved the spectacle because they
picked up a few tips on how to deal with the school
bully. All of this at a nice respectable village fete.
I think it may have been a fete worse than death.
I am sure that the beer tent was doing good business prior to this event!

Romanian sawmill.
This mill is a haven of health and safety. There
seem to be an old internal combustion engine
running one of the saws. The whole place is a
fire hazard and with offcuts discarded in a giant
heap. None of the saws seem to have guards.
Timber leant against walls with nothing to stop
them from toppling. Loads of clobber on the
floor to trip over. It is worse than my shop, I love
it!
However they have a terrific reciprocating saw
planking timber ready to be trucked out, and
they get the job done. Lovely video that shows
how they work in other countries I think they
would give an arm and a leg to work there.

Metal spinning

This video shows a gentleman spinning a
bowl. He places a disc against a preformed
mould on the headstock of the lathe then it
is held there with pressure from the tailstock He then lubricates the disk and forms
it with a long bar against a post on the tool
rest. It is very quick and the finish seems
good.
You can search for Stuart’s videos on
YouTube.
For this one enter “Stuart King Metal
Spinning”.

Club zoom Meeting and AGM 17th November.
There was a good turnout with 29 members present.
It was decided that the annual subscriptions and monthly meeting fees would remain unchanged for
the year from 1 January 2021
Welcome to David Wilks (proposed by Mike Bonnici and seconded by Paul Burke) who was
unanimously elected onto the committee by a show of hands.
The existing committee agreed to stand for another year and were unanimously re-elected en bloc
by a show of hands
Adrian Needham proposed and Ken Horn seconded a vote of thanks to the Committee for their
efforts in establishing and running the “virtual club evenings”.

Chairman’s Report.
What a different year this has been for us all!
It started off well with some very helpful handover info from Tony and thank you also for
continuing as webmaster.
I would like to recall what it was like for us all to meet up and banter in person . The December
meeting found members making spinning tops, including some new people coming forward which
was really nice to see. Thanks to Brian and Mary Morgan for the food and drinks.
Thanks a lot to Phil Jones for revitalising the raffle with delicious items from his wife Lynne, and
other prizes from members, which has raised a lot of money for the club.
Congratulations to The Turner of the Year Ben Dick, with Peter Russell second and Gian Carlo
Ciiuffardi third and thanks to Mike Mansfield for organising it during the year.
In the January Newsletter, Tributes were paid to our new Life Members Tony Champion, Eddie and
Mary Morgan, Mike Mansfield and Derek Pollecutt.
In January Ben showed us some variations of spinning tops, in February members were helped to
make natural edge bowls by Eddie Morgan and Ben Dick with Mike Wood helping a new turner and
in March Mike Wood made pendants with an offset way of holding the wood. Sadly the April
meeting had to be cancelled because of the covid restrictions.
At this point Mike Bonnici and Paul Burke did a great job of helping members understand how to
use zoom for the club’s meetings as well as for the committee meetings. Many, many thanks to
them for this as well as running many practice sessions before each of the club’s zoom meetings so
they run smoothly.
We are very lucky that Stuart has enabled us to see many of his huge archive of filmed items at all
our zoom meetings. Thank you also to Graham Burford, Paul Burke, Tony Champion, Ben Dick,
Roy Gallagher, Phil Jones, Peter Leach, David Wilks and Mike Wood for your interesting and
varied contributions to these zoom club meetings.

Nothing to do with woodturning.
Holy S**t
Paul showed us an amusing clip from Graham
Burford of a convoy of oversized loads which
appeared to be massive vessels about 16’
diameter by 50’ long on articulated lorries
coming along the Amersham by-pass. Amid
many expletives one of the giant tanks slowly
rolled of the truck and landed on the deck.

Ben’s workshop tour.
I gave a quick tour of my workshop for all the woodturning voyeurs in the club Starting with my
stored timber and showing my machinery and storage for tools, chucking and inflammables. Taking
in all the wonders of the place with fire extinguishers, first-aid kits and the vintage motorbike that
just takes up too much room. If you would like to see the presentation of where the magic happens I
can send it to you on request. Just email ben @ wonderofwood.co.uk.

Ben’s Magnificent Erection.
No, it was not what you expected. It was an explanation of how I fitted a replacement post to a
porch in Harrow. This was an interesting and challenging job. It really needed two people to
complete as the timber weighed about 2 cwt.
I explained how I did it on my own.

Pen making presentation by Roy Gallagher.
A very informative and well presented explanation
of pen making. Roy explained the different types of
pen mandrels and how to use them with
explanations on bushings and the quick change pen
centre that works on compression without putting a
stress on the mandrel. He explained how to turn the
blanks down to the exact size of the bushing so the
finished pen had no ridges. Roy then explained
some alternative kits and how they should be
assembled and the bushings that accompany them.
He also told us how to turn between centres with
special bushings designed specifically for that
purpose.
The Stuart King Film and slide Show.
Pitstone windmill
A look at this ancient post mill at Ivinghoe in
the Cotswolds that Stuart was asked survey.
This old mill which is owned by the
National Trust stands and rotates on a
massive post that sits on a frame. It is
evident that the post is turned but it is a
mystery how as there is no known lathe that
could accommodate such a piece at its time
of manufacture, thought to be in the early
1600s. There are many carvings some from
this early time believed to be made by
carpenters building or repairing the mill.
There are also some interesting witches’
marks that were carved to protect the mill
from evil spirits. The mill provoked a great deal of discussion.
Pink flag Day
An amusing video starring our very own
anarchist Mr Stuart (Swampy) King.
We watch as several burly security guards
bravely prevent the fearsome and fearless
Stuart from crossing their line of pink flags
to protect a very important piece of grass
that belongs to their HS2 railway project.
I am glad they didn’t make Stuart Angry.
(They wouldn’t like him when he’s Angry).
Stuart has gone home now for a nice cup of
tea but be aware, “He’ll be back”.
Search for Pink Flag Day on You Tube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNBolM3dUlQ&t=24s

Bodging at the Wilton Show.

A video of Stuart making a garden dibber on
his pole lathe
Nearby he has his gypsy caravan and look
out for his pet Rodney the talking
rotwheeler.
Look up Stuart King Bodging 1993 on You
Tube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ca2fWcNfpDo

Annual Subscriptions. A note from our Treasurer
Following the November AGM where the accounts were shown and explained, it was agreed that
the Membership Fees would remain unchanged, because where income is nil during this difficult
time of Covid19, expenditure still goes on. Paul Burke, our treasurer, outlined the methods of
payment with a personal form being emailed to every member and one member who has no internet
being sent his form.
There are only two ways of paying your 2021 Membership Fees:
The first:
By sending a cheque to me at the address on the renewal form. [Please Do Not Send Cash]
The second:
By Bank Transfer, if you wish to pay you membership fee by bank transfer, you will need the
following information regarding our HSBC account:
1] Account Name: Middlesex Woodturners Association
2] Sort Code:
40-20-07
3] Account Number:
8144 3054
In addition, you will need to reference your transaction and this will be your Full Name.
For example:
James/Jane Bond (no political incorrectness here).
This will be the only way I can reconcile your payment against your transaction.
Finally, to enable me to pay the AWGB fees in one transaction there will be a deadline to pay your
membership fee for 2021, pay by January 25th 2021. Your co-operation in meeting this deadline will
be fully appreciated.
To date 2nd December two weeks after the AGM we have had 35 members pay their renewal
equalling 57% of the membership and I thank everyone of those for being so prompt, a fantastic
number.
Paul Burke - Treasurer & Membership Secretary

In case members are thinking of a new workshop , here are Gordon’s thoughts :
1) If you have not moved the contents recently when considering a new workshop
, they are likely to be bigger and heavier than you think . Also where to put them whilst the new
workshop is being built and the concrete drying , a month per inch of concrete. The workshop is
never big enough ! Consider talking to your neighbours first to avoid any issues . Plan layout for
cutting long lengths and getting equipment in and out of workshop (door size). Consider bolting
lathe to concrete. Consider separate sections for timber seasoning and dust free polishing .
2) As the new workshop/studio/shed is likely to be bigger than the usual 8’ x 6’ shed, I think you
should check the planning and building regs. In Ealing I didn’t have a problem with planning
because it was OK in our size garden. There was a “ certificate “ available after paying the
appropriate fee and Council inspection saying it didn’t need planning permission. I reckoned for us
it was not worth it as we are planning to stay for ……. ! If you want a water supply, I think you
need planning permission. I hope you have side or rear access for the builders and yourself .
The building regs said as it was bigger than your average shed (in my case 25’ x 12’) and it would
be within 6’ of boundary fences , it had to be of non-combustible materials . Guess what that did to
the budget! I finished up with a particular type of breeze block (sorry can’t remember which)
rendered on three sides to water proof and faced with London stock bricks on the front facing the
house to match the back of the house bricks .
3) The pitched roof was high enough so I could stand under the joists with my dust helmet on and
allow for the microclene dust collector .The roof is covered with the same style of tiles on the house
roof. The roof has 4” insulation with the foil side down. I didn’t have it boarded over under the
pitched roof ,but It would look better if it was. Extra storage space is on top of the rafters and has
brackets for hanging the ducting for the dust extraction.
4) Fascia boards also are similar to the ones on the front of the house. These details were not
required by any regs but I wanted the workshop to fit in with our Edwardian house. We painted the
inside of the grey blocks white - looked great but now you can’t see almost any of it! I chose to
have double glazed windows with strip opening windows at the top to keep out cats and unwanted
visitors. Consider having a wire mesh guard a few inches away from the window in case of chunks
of wood flying off the lathe to stop breaking the window.
5) The electrics are wired to a separate box in the shed part away from the dust. You need a
certificate concerning the laying of the cable, a certain depth and protection ( bigger enough for the
max load when lots of things running at the same time e.g. lathe plus ?? and heating ) as well as the
wiring in the workshop. 15 years ago this was from a specially qualified electrician or the Council.
There is a fire alarm in the roof (mains rather than battery household one because of the dust).
You can’t have too many double sockets at bench height and easily got at to switch off when not in
use. Daylight tubes to avoid shadows but maybe LED lights better now? Extra lights where needed
- bandsaw etc . Dehumidifier ? Heating ?
Consider where to put the socket for the lathe so it can be switched off easily . Mine is behind the
lathe under the window, but I have a lot of recycled oak floor boarding between the lathe and the
wall! This makes it difficult to turn the lathe off after use as recommended with a variable speed set
up.
6) Dust extraction unit and suppressor ideally not in workshop but sound baffled next door.
Consider having air to your dust helmet coming from outside rather than recycled air in the
workshop.
7) Consider having thick rubber matting near the lathe to be more comfortable to stand on and also
kinder to any dropped tool edges. I was going to have industrial lino offcuts, but the supplier kindly
pointed out that the new concrete would need to dry for 1 month per inch of concrete before putting
down the plywood under sheets. While it dried a friend gave me some second hand carpet tiles ,
which work very well for comfort and stopping tool edges from damage if they do occasionally get
dropped .

8) To save effort of moving equipment such as the band or table saw, planer when you want to use
them, put them on castors, with at least two brakes. Then either use them there or at least with the
workshop door open for longer pieces of wood.
9) Cupboards are good to keep dust out but a problem to open if things get put in front - that’s why
I need a massive sort out.
10) Consider workshop security and insurance.

Giancarlo.
Congratulations to Giancarlo on the occasion of his exhibits being accepted into an exhibition at the
Heath Robinson Museum in Pinner Memorial Park.

Turning Video.
Our secretary suggested that in every newsletter we should publish links to interesting You Tube
videos. This is the first one put forward by him.
Glen Lucas making Breakfast.: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwraapjJq3U
or just search for Glen Lucas Egg Cup.
Here is my suggestion: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XMBbYM11I8
or search for Lathe turned curly fries.

Members’ Gallery
Unfortunately the competition is suspended for the time being but it would be nice if our members
sent in photos of their work. Not much this time but hopefully more next time.

A trio of bowls submitted by Derek Pollecut
The first two are fashioned from sweet chestnut
and the third from ash.

A cup and saucer flower pot holder in Sweet
Chestnut by Derek Pollecut

A tea light by Derek Pollecut made from
spalted birch from his son’s garden.

A Money box in ash by Derek Pollecut.

Oak Platter by Derek Pollecut

Interactive Online Demonstrations
It is worth making some time to log on to the
demonstrations that are on the computer.
You are guaranteed a front row seat and can enjoy
them with a nice cup of tea or the tipple of your
choice.
These events are on Zoom and all you need to do
is download the Zoom application then click on
the link. You then relax and watch a first class
woodturning professional deliver an interesting
and instructive demonstration.
If you have any questions you can ask the
demonstrator.
There is one exception and that is the Chestnut demonstrations which are hosted by Terry Smart of
Chestnut Products. They call them Conkers.
They differ in as much as they are presented on You Tube as well as Zoom and there is a nice social
chat afterwards on Zoom. You can still ask questions in the Chat box.
My favourite demonstrations are the ones hosted by Record Power and feature an Australian turner,
Theo Haralampou. These are at 9.30 on Saturday mornings and I include a picture of some Yoyos
that I made following his instructions so that is the grandchildren sorted for Christmas.

Decembers Online Demonstrations
AWGB
1st December
4th December
8th December
11th December
15th December
18th December

Talking Tuesday
Talking Friday
Talking Tuesday
Talking Friday
Talking Tuesday
Talking Friday

Record Power
5th December
Theo Haralampou
12th December Theo Haralampou
18th December Theo Haralampou
Axminster Tools & Colwyn Way
Tuesday & Thursday at 4pm until 17th December
Always available on YouTube
Chestnut Oils
December 14th

Colwyn Way

Olivers Woodturning
On You Tube every Saturday morning at 10am.
Also look out for Martin Saban Smith and Les Thorn’s demo’s
A speshle fank yoo too Mike Woud for Proof reeding my unedewkatid skribbals and makin them
look mutch moor profeshonal.

